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Abstract. Dependencies play a major role in the analysis of program

properties. The analysis of groundness dependencies for logic programs

using the class of positive Boolean functions is a main applications area.

Work has been done to improve its precision through the integration

of either pattern information or type information. This paper develops

another approach where type information is exploited. Di�erent from

previous work, a separate simple analysis is done for each subtype of

the types. Also, a technique is developed that reuses the results of a

polymorphic predicate for the type instances under which it is called.

1 Introduction

Dependencies play an important role in program analysis. A statement \program

variable X has property p" can be represented by the propositional variable x

p

and dependencies between properties of program variables can be captured as

Boolean functions. For example, the function denoted by x

p

! y

p

speci�es that

whenever x has property p then so does y. In many cases, the precision of a

dataow analysis for a property p is improved if the underlying analysis domain

captures dependencies with respect to that given property.

The analysis of groundness dependencies for logic programs using the class of

positive Boolean functions is one of the main applications in this area of research.

The analysis aims at identifying if program variable

1

X has a unique value which

cannot be changed. In logic programming terms this means that X is ground,

or, contains no variables which can be further instantiated. This is the property

presented by the propositional variable x. The class of positive Boolean functions,

Pos consists of the Boolean functions for which f(true; : : : ; true) = true.

One of the key steps in a groundness dependency analysis is to characterise

the dependencies imposed by the uni�cations that could occur during execution.

If the program speci�es a uni�cation of the form term

1

= term

2

and the variables

1

We use upper case for program variables and lower case for the corresponding pro-

positional variable in a formula expressing dependencies.



in term

1

and term

2

are fX

1

; : : : ; X

m

g and fY

1

; : : : ; Y

n

g respectively, then the

corresponding groundness dependency imposed is (x

1

^� � �^x

m

)$ (y

1

^� � �^y

n

)

specifying that variables in term

1

are (or will become) ground if and only if the

variables in term

2

are (or do).

It is possible to improve the precision of an analysis if additional information

about the structure (or patterns) of terms is available. For example, if we know

that term

1

and term

2

are both di�erence lists of the form H

1

�T

1

and H

2

�T

2

,

respectively, then the uni�cation term

1

= term

2

imposes the dependency (h

1

$

h

2

) ^ (t

1

$ t

2

) which is more precise than (h

1

^ t

1

) $ (h

2

^ t

2

) which would

be derived without the additional information. This has been the approach in

previous works such as [20, 24, 8, 11, 2] where simple pattern analysis can be used

to enhance the precision of other analyses.

Introducing pattern information does not allow to distinguish between e.g.

bounded lists such as [1; X; 3] and open ended lists such as [1; 2jZ] because the

open end can be situated at an arbitrary depth. Making such distinction requires

to consider type information. The domain Pos has been adapted to do so in [6]

where each type was associated with an incarnation of Pos. However, that ana-

lysis was for untyped programs and each incarnation was developed in somewhat

ad-hoc fashion. The model based analysis of [14] is also related. Here, the models

of the program, based on di�erent pre-interpretations express di�erent kinds of

program properties. But again, the choice of a pre-interpretation is on a case by

case basis. Others in one or another way annotate the types with information

about the positions where a variable can occur. This is the case in: [26, 27]; the

binding time analysis of [30]; and also in [21] which uses types and applies linear

re�nement to enrich the type domain with Pos-like dependencies. Most close to

our approach is the work of [19] which associates properties with the subtypes

of a variable. In that work, abstract uni�cations are abstracted by Boolean for-

mulas expressing the groundness dependencies between di�erent subtypes. The

main di�erence is that they construct a single compiled clause covering all sub-

types while we construct one clause for each subtype. A feature distinguishing

our work from the other type based approaches is that we have an analysis for

polymorphic types which eliminates the need to analyze a polymorphic predicate

for each distinct type instance under which it is called.

Type information can be derived by analysis, as e.g. in [18, 15]; speci�ed by

the user and veri�ed by analysis as possible in Prolog systems such as Ciao [16];

or declared and considered part of the semantics of the program as with strongly

typed languages such as G�odel [17], Mercury [28] and HAL [13]. The analysis as

worked out in this paper is for strongly typed programs.

In the next section we recall briey the essentials of groundness dependency

analysis using Pos. We exemplify the simple and elegant implementation tech-

nique for the analysis based on program abstraction as described in [7]. Section

3 de�nes types as used in the paper as well as some relationships between types

that will be used in later sections. Section 4 develops the analysis for mono-

morphic types, it de�nes the abstraction for di�erent kinds of uni�cation and

proves that they are correct. Section 5 deals with the polymorphic case. It de-



scribes how to abstract a call with types that are an instance of the polymorphic

types in the called predicate's de�nition. It proves that the results of the poly-

morphic analysis approximate the results of a monomorphic analysis and points

out the (frequent) cases where both analyses are equivalent. Section 6 discusses

applications and related work.

2 Analyzing Groundness Dependencies with Pos

Program analysis aims at computing �nite approximations of the possibly in�nite

number of program states that could arise at runtime. Using abstract interpret-

ation [12], approximations are expressed using elements of an abstract domain

and are computed by abstracting a concrete semantics; the algebraic properties

of the abstract domain guarantee that the analysis is terminating and correct.

The formal de�nition of Pos states that a Pos function ' describes a sub-

stitution � (a program state) if any set of variables that might become ground

by further instantiating � is a model of '. For example, the models of ' =

x ^ (y ! z) are ffXg; fX;Zg; fX;Y; Zgg. We can see that ' describes � =

fX=a; Y=f(U; V )); Z=g(U)g because under further instantiation X is in all of

the models and if Y is in a model (becomes ground) then so is Z. Notice that

� = fX=ag is not described by ' as fX=a; Y=ag is a further instantiation of �

and fX;Y g is not a model of '. Pos satis�es the algebraic properties required

of an abstract domain [9]. See also [23] for more details.

A simple way of implementing a Pos based groundness analysis is described

in [7] and is illustrated in Figure 1. For the purpose of this paper it is su�cient

to understand that the problem of analyzing the concrete program (on the left

part of Figure 1) is reduced to the problem of computing the concrete semantics

of the abstract program (in the middle and on the right). The result is given

at the bottom of the �gure. For additional details of why this is so, refer to [7,

10, 23]. The least model of the abstract program (e.g. computed using meta-

interpreters such as those described in [5, 7]) is interpreted as representing the

propositional formula x

1

$ x

2

and (x

1

^x

2

)$ x

3

for the atoms rotate(X

1

; X

2

)

and append(X

1

; X

2

; X

3

) respectively. This illustrates a goal-independent ana-

lysis. Goal-dependent analyses are supported by applying Magic sets or similar

techniques (see e.g. [7]).

3 About Terms and Types

We assume familiarity with logic programming concepts [22, 1]. We let T (�; V )

denote the set of terms constructed from a set of function symbols � and vari-

ables V . Substitutions are mappings from V to T (�; V ) and de�ned as usual.

We assume a standard notion of strong typing as for example in Mercury [28].

Types, like terms are constructed from (type) variables and (type) symbols. We

denote by T (�

T

; V

T

) the set of types constructed from type variables V

T

and

type symbols �

T

. A type containing type variables is said to be polymorphic,

otherwise it is monomorphic. Type substitutions are substitutions from type



Concrete rotate Abstract rotate Auxiliary predicates

rotate(Xs,Y s) :-

append(As,Bs,Xs),

append(Bs,As,Y s).

append(Xs,Y s,Zs) :-

Xs = [ ],

Y s = Zs.

append(Xs,Y s,Zs) :-

Xs = [XjXs1],

Zs = [XjZs1],

append(Xs1,Y s,Zs1).

rotate(Xs,Y s) :-

append(As,Bs,Xs),

append(Bs,As,Y s).

append(Xs,Y s,Zs) :-

iff(Xs,[ ]),

iff(Y s,[Zs]).

append(Xs,Y s,Zs) :-

iff(Xs,[X;Xs1]),

iff(Zs,[X; Zs1]),

append(Xs1,Y s,Zs1).

iff(true,[ ]).

iff(true,[true|Xs]) :-

iff(true,Xs).

iff(false,Xs) :-

member(false,Xs).

rotate(X;X). append(true,true,true).

Least model (abstract rotate): append(false,Y ,false).

append(X,false,false).

Fig. 1. Concrete and abstract programs; least model of the abstract program.

variables to types. The application of a type substitution to a polymorphic type

gives a new type which is an instance of the original type.

Function and type symbols are associated with an arity. We write f=n 2 �

(or f=n 2 �

T

) to specify that f is an n-ary symbol. We assume that the sets

of symbols, variables, type symbols and type variables are �xed, � \ �

T

= ;,

V \ V

T

= ;, and use Term for T (�; V ) and T for T (�

T

; V

T

). We use t : � to

denote that term t has type � .

We restrict our attention to well-typed terms and substitutions. The relation

between types and the terms belonging to them is made explicit by a type

de�nition which consists of a �nite set of type rules. For each type symbol, a

unique type rule associates that symbol with a �nite set of function symbols.

De�nition 1. The rule for a type symbol h=n 2 �

T

is a de�nition of the form

h(

�

V ) �! f

1

(��

1

) ; : : : ; f

k

(��

k

):

where:

�

V is an n-tuple from V

T

; for 1 � i � k, f

i

=m 2 � with ��

i

an m-tuple

from T ; and type variables occurring in the right hand side occur in the left hand

side as well

2

. The function symbols ff

1

; : : : ; f

k

g are said to be associated with

the type symbol h. A �nite set of type rules is called a type de�nition.

Given the type of a (possibly non-ground) term, one can derive a type for every

subterm of the term, in particular for the variables occurring in the term.

Example 1. Consider the following type rule introduced using the keyword type:

type list(T) ---> [] ; [T | list(T)].

2

Types should also be well-de�ned: the right hand side should not use directly or

indirectly an instance of h(

�

V ).



The function symbols [ ] (nil) and j (cons) are associated with the type symbol

list. The type de�nition de�nes also the denotation of each type (the set of terms

belonging to the type). For this example, terms of polymorphic type list(T ) are

either variables (typed list(T ), of the form [ ], or of the form [t

1

jt

2

] with t

1

of

type T and t

2

of type list(T ). As T is a type variable we cannot determine or

commit to its structure under instantiation. Hence only a variable (typed T ) can

be of type T . Applying the type substitution fT=intg on list(T ) gives the type

list(int). Terms of the form [t

1

jt

2

] are of type list(int) if t

1

is of type int and t

2

is of type list(int). Type instances can also be polymorphic, e.g. list(list(T )).

The next de�nition speci�es the constituents of a type � . These are the types

of the terms out of which a term of type � is constructed, in other words, the

possible types of the subterms of a term of type � .

De�nition 2. The constituents relation for type de�nition � is the minimal pre-

order (reexive and transitive) �

�

: T �T such that if h(�� ) �! f

1

(��

1

); : : : ; f

k

(��

k

)

is an instance of a rule in � and � is an argument of f

i

(��

i

), then � �

�

h(�� ). The

set of constituents of a type � is Constituents

�

(�) =

�

�

0

2 T

�

�

�

0

�

�

�

	

: When

� is clear from the context we omit it in the notation for �

�

and Constituents

�

.

Example 2. With list=1 as in Example 1 and the atomic type int, we have:

{ T � list(T ), list(T ) � list(T ), int � list(int), int � int, list(T ) � list(list(T )),

T � list(list(T )), list(list(T )) � list(list(T )), T � T , . . .

{ Constituents(int) = fintg, Constituents(T ) = fTg, Constituents(list(T )) =

fT; list(T )g, Constituents(list(int)) = fint; list(int)g.

Next we de�ne an instantiation property on terms.

De�nition 3. Let � and �

0

be types in a type de�nition �. We say that a term

t : �

0

is instantiated with respect to the type � if there does not exist a well-typed

instance t� : �

0

containing a variable of type � . The predicate �

�

�

(t) is true if

and only if t is instantiated with respect to type � de�ned in �.

The values of �

�

list(int)

(s) and �

�

int

(s) for some terms s of type list(int) are:

s �

list(int)

(s) �

int

(s)

[1; 2] true true

[1; X] true false

[1jX] false false

For instance, �

list(int)

([1; X ]) = true because all list(int)-subterms of well-typed

instances of [1; X ] are instantiated. On the other hand, �

list(int)

([1jX ]) = false

because the subterm X of type list(int) is a variable. Also �

int

([1jX ]) = false as

e.g. [1; Y jZ] is an instance with the variable Y of type int. Classical groundness

can be de�ned in terms of �

�

�

. For a term t of type � :

ground(t)$ ^

�

�

�

�

i

(t)

�

�

�

i

2 Constituents(�)

	

: (1)



4 Pos(T ) in a monomorphic setting

In what follows, we write x

�

to indicate that x is a propositional variable about

type � . In Pos(T ) analysis, the truth of propositional variable x

�

expresses the

property of program variable X that no instance of its value contains a

variable of type �

3

. Hence the concretisation function for Pos(T ) is:

De�nition 4. Let V be a set of (typed) variables of interest, � a type and ' a

positive Boolean function over W = fX 2 V jX : �

0

; � � �

0

g. The concretisation

of ' with respect to � , denoted 

�

('), is the set of well-typed substitutions � such

that

�

X 2 W

�

�

�

�

(X�)

	

is a model of '.

A variableX

i

: �

i

is excluded from the domain of ' when � is not a constituent

of �

i

. With s

i

the value of suchX

i

, it is the case that �

�

(s

i

) is trivially true, hence

instead of excluding X

i

, one could state that x

�

i

holds. However, this causes

problems for the handling of polymorphism worked out in the next section.

Indeed, while � cannot be a constituent of a polymorphic parameter T , it can be

a constituent of an instance of T , hence x

�

i

is not necessarily true for instances.

In a classic groundness analysis, the uni�cation A = [X jXs] is abstracted

as a $ (x ^ xs). Indeed, we assume that any subterm of the term that A is

bound to at runtime could unify with any subterm of the terms bound to X

or Xs. In the presence of types we know that A and [X jXs] are both of the

same type (otherwise the program is not well-typed). In addition, we know that

all uni�cations between subterms of (the terms bound to) A and [X jXs] are

between terms corresponding to the same types. So in this example (assuming

both terms to be of type list(int)), we can specify a $ xs for type list(int)

and a $ (x ^ xs) for type int. It is important to note that the interpretations

of the variables in a $ xs and in a $ (x ^ xs) are di�erent. The former refers

to subterms of type list(int) whereas the latter refers to subterms of type int.

These intuitions are formalised in the following de�nitions and theorems.

De�nition 5. �-abstraction I

Let � be a type and X;Y program variables of type �

0

. The �-abstraction of

X = Y is: if � =2 Constituents(�

0

) then true else x

�

$ y

�

.

Theorem 1. Correctness.

Let ' a positive Boolean function on a set of variables V including X and Y

and '

0

the �-abstraction of X = Y . If � 2 

�

(') and � = mgu(X�; Y �) then

��j

V

2 

�

(' ^ '

0

).

De�nition 6. �-abstraction II

Let � be a type, X, Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

variables of types �

0

, �

1

; : : : ; �

n

respectively. The

�-abstraction of X = f(Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

) is: if � =2 Constituents(�

0

) then true else

4

x

�

$ ^

�

y

�

i

�

�

1 � i � n; � � �

i

	

: (2)

3

This is a generalisation of Pos where x expresses that no instance of the value

contains a variable, i.e. the value is ground.

4

It reduces to x$ true when � is not a constituent of any of the types �

1

; : : : ; �

n

.



Theorem 2. Correctness.

Let ' be a positive Boolean function on a set of variables V including X,

Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

and '

0

the �-abstraction of X = f(Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

). If � 2 

�

(') and

� = mgu(X = f(Y

1

; : : : ; Y

n

) then ��j

V

2 

�

(' ^ '

0

).

Having shown that the � -abstraction of uni�cation is correct, we can rely

on the results of [7] for the abstraction of the complete program, for the com-

putation of its least model and for the claim that correct answers to a query

 p(X

1

; : : : ; X

n

) belong to the concretisation of the Pos(T )-formula of the

predicate p=n. Basic intuitions are that the Pos(T ) formula of a single clause

consists of the conjunction of the Pos(T ) formulas of the body atoms and that

the Pos(T ) formula of a predicate consists of the disjunction (lub) of the Pos(T )

formulas of the individual clauses de�ning the predicate.

A simple implementation technique, replacing uni�cations by appropriate

calls to iff/2 (as in Section 2 for Pos) is illustrated for append/3 in Figure 2.

Abstraction for type constituent list(int) Abstraction for type constituent int

append list int(Xs,Y s,Zs) :-

iff(Xs,[ ]),

iff(Y s,[Zs]).

append list int(Xs,Y s,Zs) :-

iff(Xs,[Xs1]),

iff(Zs,[Zs1]),

append list int(Xs1,Y s,Zs1).

append int(Xs,Y s,Zs) :-

iff(Xs,[ ]),

iff(Y s,[Zs]).

append int(Xs,Y s,Zs) :-

iff(Xs,[X;Xs1]),

iff(Zs,[X; Zs1]),

append int(Xs1,Y s,Zs1).

Fig. 2. Abstraction for the types in append

The least model of append int/3 expresses the Pos(int)-formula z $ x^ y,

i.e. that all subterms of Z of the type int are instantiated i� those of X and Y

are. The least model of append list int/3 expresses the Pos(list(int))-formula

x^(y $ z), i.e. that all subterms of X of type list(int) are instantiated (in other

words the backbone of the list is instantiated when append/3 succeeds) and that

those of Y are instantiated i� those of Z are instantiated. Classical groundness,

is obtained by composing the two models, using Equation (1) in Section 3:

append(X,Y,Z) :- append_list_int(Xl,Yl,Zl), append_int(Xe,Ye,Ze),

iff(X,[Xl,Xe]), iff(Y,[Yl,Ye]), iff(Z,[Zl,Ze]).

5 Polymorphism in Pos(T )

Type polymorphism is an important abstraction tool: a predicate de�ned with

arguments of a polymorphic type can be called with actual arguments of any type

that is an instance of the de�ned type. For example, the append/3 predicate from

Fig. 2 usually is de�ned with respect to a polymorphic type de�nition, stating

that each of its arguments is of type list(T ). Abstracting append/3 for this type



de�nition results in the same abstractions as in Figure 2 but with constituent

list(T ) replacing list(int) and T replacing int.

When abstracting a call to such a predicate, one needs the abstractions with

respect to the constituents of the actual types of the call (e.g., char and list(char)

in case append/3 is called with actual types list(char)). One possibility to obtain

these, is to analyze the de�nition for each type-instance by which it is called.

However, it is much more e�cient to analyze the de�nition once for its given

types, and derive the abstractions of a particular call from that result.

The need for such an approach is even more urgent when analyzing large

programs distributed over many modules. It is preferable that an analysis does

not need the actual code of the predicates it imports (and of the predicates called

directly or indirectly by the imported predicates) but only the result of the call

independent analysis. See [25, 4, 29] for discussions about module based analysis.

Space constraints prevent us from completely developping the polymorphic

case. We only sketch the main ideas using an example. Consider the following

program for a predicate p(list(list(int)),list(list(int))):

Concrete de�nition Abstraction

p(X,Y):- append(X,X,Y).

p list list int(X,Y) :- append list list int(X,X,Y).

p list int(X,Y) :- append list int(X,X,Y).

p int(X,Y) :- append int(X,X,Y).

Instead of analyzing append/3 for all three constituents of the type list(list(int)),

it is preferable to reuse the results for the constituents list(T) and T of a poly-

morphic analysis. Doings so requires to recognize that the constituent list(list(int))

corresponds to list(T) and both constituents list(int) and int to T. Hence one

can abstract the program as:

p list list int(X,Y) :- append list T(X,X,Y).

p list int(X,Y) :- append T(X,X,Y).

p int(X,Y) :- append T(X,X,Y).

Things get more involved, and some precision loss may result when the con-

stituent for which an analysis is done is a constituent of both the polymorpic type

and the type instances of polymorphic type parameters. Consider the predicate

q/4 and its abstractions for the constituents int and T :

Concrete Abstraction w.r.t. int Abstraction w.r.t. T

pred q(int,int,T,T).

q(X,Y,U,V):- X=Y,U=V.

q(X,Y,U,V):- X=0.

q int(X,Y,U,V):-

iff(X,[Y]).

q int(X,Y,U,V):-

iff(X,[]).

q T(X,Y,U,V):-

iff(U,[V]).

q T(X,Y,U,V).

Now, assume q(A,B,C,D) is called with A;B;C and D of type int and need

to be analyzed for the constituent int. Type int in the call corresponds to both

the constituent int and T of the polymorphic predicate q/4. A correct int-

abstraction of the call should call both the int-abstraction and the T -abstraction

of the polymorphic q/4. Hence, the call is abstracted as:

q int(A,B,C,D), q T(A,B,C,D).



6 Discussion

The main goal of this research is to improve the precision of groundness depend-

encies by taking into consideration type information. Precision is improved for

two reasons: (a) computation paths which unify terms of di�erent types can be

pruned; and (b) when unifying terms (or variables) of the same type it is possible

to re�ne the resulting dependecies (e.g. list elements with list elements, and list

backbone with list backbone).

While, Pos(T ) can improve the precision of groundness dependencies it is

important also to note that the Pos(T ) formulas provide valuable information on

their own. In future work we intend to use it to improve automated termination

analysis which in turn will be used in a binding-time analysis for the o�-line

specialisation of logic programs (improving the work in [3].).

The full version of this paper will contain the proofs, will develop the details

of the polymorphic analysis and will also explain how the results of the analysis

for some type can be used to speed-up the analysis of its constituent types.
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